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Ahstract
This thesis uses analytical techniques to solve for the free and forced vibration

response of non-conservative, spinning Timoshenko beams. The free vibration analytical

method employs differential matrix operators and an appropriately defined state vector to

reduce the partial differential equations to a system of ordinary differential equations. A
series-type solution is used to solve the system of ordinary differential equations. The

forced vibration analytical method requires an analysis of the adjoint system since the

presence of distributed follower forces destroy physical symmetry, hence, making the

problem non-self adjoint. The adjoint analysis yields eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the

adjoint of the problem. Modal expansion over the real and adjoint system eigenvectors is

used to determine the dynamic response of non-conservative, spinning Timoshenko beams.

The free vibration analysis is performed for six boundary condition cases. Each case is

investigated for the influence of beam spin rate and magnitude of follower force upon the

natural frequencies of the beams. Both the forward and backward precession frequencies

are investigated. The forced vibration analysis is performed for the four boundary

condition cases that do not inciude rigid body motion. Results are presented showing the

response of each of the boundary condition cases to an exponentially decreasing transverse

load for various follower force loadines.
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Chapter t

Introduction

Froblem Definition

Spinning beam systems form the foundation of numerous engineering applications

found in the physical world today. Rocket and other flight vehicles, rotating workpieces

in machining operations, and turbine engines in rotordynamic systems are examples of
physical systems developed from spinning beam systems. Research into this field has been

the focus of researchers since the late 1800's. However, over the last few decades, the

complexity of this research has grown significantly, and this is not only due to the factthat

engineering systems have become increasingly sophisticated, but is also due to the

availability of cheap and powerful computers to handle their analyses.

The majority of research to date has been based upon the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory.

Also known as the simple beam theory, this beam theory has limits beyond which the

application of the model is inappropriate. The simple beam theory is valid only for slender

beams, and also, only for the first couple of modes of vibration. For higher modes

vibration applications, the simple beam theory introduces significant error, even for slender

beams. For example, accurate modeling of the behavior prediction of high-speed spinning

equipment is critical to obtain satisfactory bearing load predictions and, thus, machine

performance.

The Timoshenko beam theory was born out of the need for a beam theory

encompassing beam configurations that are short and thick. For such stubby structures.
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the effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia cannot be neglected as was assumed in

the case of the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. By including these effects in the model, the

Timoshenko beam theory can correctly predict the behavior of stubby beams. The theory

is also capable of predicting higher order modes of vibration for both slender and stubby

beams, with greater accuracy than is possible by the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory.

However, the Timoshenko beam model does not come without a price. Unlike the Euler-

Bernoulli beam theory which involves solving a single ordinary differential equation, the

Timoshenko beam model is based on solving coupled partial differential equations. Partial

differential equations are considerably more difücult to solve anaþically and only a few

possess such analytical solutions. Frequently these equations are solved numerically, and

therefore, suffered from a lack of a closed-form solutions which can be very useful for the

purpose of verification and bench-marking of the numerical results.

In this thesis, a method of analytically solving the Timoshenko beam model for

spinning beams with general boundary conditions and subjected to distributed follower

forces and arbitrary lateral loads is developed. The free and forced vibration

characteristics of spinning Timoshenko beams are investigated.

Literature Survey

Since this thesis deals with the analytical solution of the Timoshenko beam model it is

important to establish what has already been done in this field. An important aspect of the

study is the evaluation of the stability of beam systems. A comprehensive study in this

area caî be found in the work of Bolotin (1963) and more recently in Huseyin (1978).

Beal (1965) studied the stability of a uniform free-free Euler-Bernoulli beam under

controlled concentrated follower forces. The use of the concept of adjointness in a

follower force system \¡/as mentioned by Nemat-Nasser and Herrmann (1966). They

attempted to offer a physical interpretation of the original and adjoint systems by

associating them with an energy sink and an energy source respectively. Further
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extensions to handle a follower-force system expressed as tangential end torques was

presented by Nemat-Nasser (1968), and in the form of the follower-type surface tractions

by Prasad and Herrmann (1969). The work described so far has been confined to stability

analysis of non-self-adjoint problems due to the action of concentrated end follower

forces. Leipholz and Madan (1975) investigated the stability of Euler-Bernoulli beams

subjected to distributed follower forces. They solved the differential equations of motion

in terms of Bessel solutions. Wu (i976a) also investigated the stability of free-free Euler-

Bernoulli beams based on the Bessel solution method. For the case of free-free Euler-

Bernoulli beams with a controlled axial force, Wu (I976b) proposed a finite element

approach to study their stability. Park and Mote (1985) employed a finite element model

of a uniform, free-free Euler-Bernoulli beam to investigate the dynamic effects caused by a

concentrated follower force. The stability of the model was investigated with respect ro

axial location of the mass, location of follower force control sensor, sensor gain, and

magnitude of force. Also, using a finite element model, Park (1987) investigated the

stability of a free-free Timoshenko beam driven by a controlled concentrated follower

force. In particular, he studied the influence of shear deformation and rotary inertia on the

stability of stubby beams. Kounadis (1980) formulated the equations of motion for an

elastically restrained Timoshenko beam carrying a concentrated mass and subjected to a

compressive follower load and a distributed compressive follower load. He derived the

equations using the principle of virtual work and Hamilton's principle for non-

conservative systems, and compared with the results he obtained via a free body diagram

approach Q\lewton method). He showed that while the results are consistent with those

derived via Hamilton's principle for a non-conservative system, they do not agree with the

equations based on the classical dynamic equilibrium approach. He did not however,

attempt to solve any of the equations he obtained. Platus (1992) developed aLagrangian

formulation to derive the equations of motion for a spinning Euler-Bernoulli beam. He

modeled a free-free beam with rigid-body motion. His investigation yielded results

defining the stability of a free-free beam. Chen and Ku (199a) investigated the stability of

a cantilevered column subjected to uniformly distributed in-plane follower forces. Their

work was performed using a finite element method for Timoshenko beams. Kounadis
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(T994) in his work on the divergence instability of non-conservative systems, argued that

the validity of the various phenomena based on the classical linear undamped theory is

questionable when a nonlinear model, including damping, is employed.

Mukhopahyay (1988) investigated the free vibration of a free-free Timoshenko beam

using a flexibility matrix approach to remove the singularity caused by free-body motion.

Rao and Rao (1989) presented the results of investigating large amplitude vibrations of

tapered clamped-free and free-free beams. They modeled the beam using an Euler-

Bernoulli beam model and solved using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration algorithm.

Using a finite element technique, Leung (1988) obtained natural frequencies of a follower

force system modeled by the Timoshenko beam element. Employing the Euler-Bernoulli

beam theory, Craig and Ni (1989) investigated a model-order reduction method applied to

a free-free beam.

Work on the dynamics of spinning beam systems has been limited. Bauer (1980)

presented eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for rotating uniform beams. His solution was

derived from the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. He presented results for the six classical

boundary conditions. Zu andHan (1992) investigated the natural frequencies and normal

modes of a spinning Timoshenko beam with general boundary conditions. They presented

analytical solutions for each of the six classical boundary conditions. Zu, lFran and Lu

(1995) investigated the critical speeds of a spinning Timoshenko beam. They presented

precession frequencies and critical speeds for six classical boundary conditions. Han and

Zu (1992, 1993) investigated the analytical dynamics of a spinning Timoshenko beam with

a moving load. A simply supported beam was investigated. Eighth-order coupled

differential equations describing the motion of the beam were reduced to a set of

uncoupied fourth- order differential equ ations.

The field of the dynamic analysis of non-self-adjoint systems has been investigated

mainly by Leipholz and his co-workers. Dynamic response computations were presented

by Leipholz (1983) and also, by Afagh and Leþholz (1990), and response due to
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transverse shock loads by Afagh and Lee (1991). Afagh and Leipholz (1990) used a

Green's function approach to the solution of the dynamics of Euler-Bernoulli beams

undergoing tangential distributed follower forces. Their method was applied to the

solution of a clamped-free beam. All these studies are based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam

theory. The dynamics of spinning Timoshenko beams with distributed follower forces has

been overlooked by researchers for the most part. Zu,lHran and Williams (1993) solved

the free and forced vibration problem for a spinning Timoshenko beam with distributed

follower forces. They applied an analytical solution based upon adjoint system analysis to

the dynamics of a clamped-free beam.

Proposed Research

In this thesis, the analylical solution for the spinning Timoshenko beam with

distributed follower forces presented by Zu (1993) will be expanded to include all the

boundary conditions of interest in dynamics analysis. The free vibration characteristics

will be determined for beams under the following boundary conditions: clamped-free,

clamped-clamped, clamped-hinged, hinged-hinged, hinged-free, and free-free. The forced

vibration analysis will be performed for four of the six boundary conditions: clamped-free,

clamped-clamped, clamped-hinged, and hinged-hinged. The remaining two boundary

conditions, hinged-free and free-free, are omitted. The hinged-free forced vibration case is

of little engineering value is therefore omitted. The free-free case has the added

complication of inertia coupling due to rigid-body motion, and is therefore left for future

investigation. A limited stability analysis will be performed to assess the validity of critical

distributed follower forces used for non-dimensionalization of parameters. From this

analysis two different types of instability will be identified in the spinning beam systems.
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F ree Vibnation Analvsis

lntroduction

This chapter presents the free vibration analysis of a Timoshenko beam under the

influence of distributed follower forces for six boundary condition cases: clamped-free,

clamped-clamped, clamped-hinged, hinged-hinged, hinged-free, and free-free cases. The

case of a clamped-free beam has been previously investigate d by Zu, Han, and Williams

(1993). Zu et al. employed analytical methods to determine the free vibration and forced

vibration characteristics of a clamped-free Timoshenko beam. For the thesis, the work of
Zu et al. has been extended to include the dynamics of the other five boundary condition

cases mentioned earlier.

Formulation

The equations of motion for a spinning Timoshenko beam sketched in Figure 2.1,

including uniformly distributed follower force q and lateral force p, have been derived

previously by Zu et al. In complex notation, they are as follows:

ô'u , tú (,a,t, â'u) , ø(r-() a'u p
ôt'- pfl' dç- â()- en 7= pA

â'V .çU, Av/ E â'v KAG ( . At\
æ-'ø ^-pFf 

* pnltv-ad=u

(2 r)

(2 2)
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where p, l, A, I, J", E, G andK are the mass density, length, cross-sectional area,

transverse moment of inertia of an axisymmetric cross-section, polar mass moment of
inertia, Young's modulus, shear modulus and shear coefficient of the beam, respectively,

and I = ul-1 11t. variable z is defined to be the complex variable of transverse deflection,

and ryis defined to be the complex variable of bending angle.

Figure 2.I. A Spinning Beam System

Th¡ee of the possible end conditions that can be applied to the system are the clamped,

hinged, and free boundary conditions. The end conditions required by each case are:

Clamped:

,)l/,'ì, --0,
Hinged:

u(Ç,t) = g

v'(Ç,t) = 0

lø
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Free:

v'(Ç,t) = 0

!1ç,r\
l 

t- v(Ç't)=o

where (=0orlandO implies ôOlô(". Atime transformation, r=ll, is applied to

remove the complex term in equation (2 2). The equations of motion now become:

-+.*(,4-*)*n(-,9u'+- p (23)â'r' pl'\ dç dÇ') pAt A(, pA

â'V {U. dw E ô'v îd4G(. Ar\-dr'* ø *-;/æ* øl''-dd=o (24)

The equations of motion can be expressed in matrix form as follows:

tt 4{rþ} =lKl{r} + {P} (2 s)

where ( ) implies ôOldr and {w} is rhe state vector defined as follows.

{r\ = (" , ,i v)' e.6)

lA4l and ffi are differential matrix operators representing generalized mass and

stiffness matrices, and {P} a load vector. They are given by:

lMl=

A/I 0 0 0

o (-*o*4A u' ^ *AG d" f. pIIz ' plt ) açz " -plTfi
0010
o _494 o __E_L*dÇ- pil dç " iFæ--T

0 AlI 0 0

AlI 0 0 0

0001
0 0 r-o2pr

(2.7)

[J(]= (2 8)
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)",,lMl{W},, =lK7{W\,, 7n = rr,*),...

where l"^ is the eigenvalue of the system. Eigenvectors are given by

{w\,, = (w,,,, wuo, ù* w*)'

^*1r,*=!n_

^., +û.., =( #. +flw.ii,, 
+ #r,

1.W* = Ûrn

(a,+a,Ç)W;;+a,W,^

ørlli),+auW*,=-

where

{p} = (, fr o o)t es)

For free vibration analysis, {P} is set to zero and the eigenproblem to be solved is

(2.10)

in which W,,,W* are the mode shapes corresponding to the transverse deflection u and

bending angle ry. Expanding (2.10) yietds a system of four partial differential equations

(2 rr)

(2 12)

^^(r* Tr-,)= #w:,,-#rr,*#r*, (zts)

Elimination of the time derivative yields the following coupled ordinary differential

equations with undetermined coefücients.

E
pt2
wz
-[

- qoWí,,

aoW,l.

(2.T3)

(2.14)

(2.r6)

(2 17)

^ -K,4G q
"'--plT-ø1,

or=ft,

Q5=

au=fr^-A,,

o, = f,,4 ,

_ KAG
"o - -T, _ r<AG

pIl
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The soiution of the coupled ordinary differential equations is based on a series solution

with no singularities in the range considered, 0<(<1.

l0

@

W -Tr //'' unt L'- j>
j=o

@

Iil - \-,, rr
" tpnr - ,L/¡9

j=o

(2 18)

(2.Le)

(2.20)

(2.2r)

(2.22)

(2 23)

Substitution of (2.18) and (2.19) into (2.16) and (2.17) then evaluating yields four

independent constants to be determined by boundary conditions, and recursion formulas to

determine the remaining constants x, and y,. Therecursion formulas are determined to be

x j*t _ -ar(j +r)x,*, - arx, + ao(j +r)y,*,

a,(j +r)(¡ +z)

-eal, -o^(j +1)x¡*,v-J_

' r+z a,(j +t)(¡ +z)

Using the recursive relationships, (2.i8) and (2.19) can be rewritten in the followins

form, collecting the unknown constants.

W^ = Xro*o -l Xroro + Xrrx, + Xrr!,

W,pn, = Y*oxo +YrrYo *Yrrx, +Yrr!,

where
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x,o =, - ht, *ffif -Za|azas 
- arúa-, - a,ara'+ ( +...

\¿ ã+aø ,E , Qzãcãø ,c..,, Z 
--q -i--------:-L -r...

'o 6arar' 72aiar'

v _ r Q3as + a} ,¡ , ar(ara, + o'o) ,o .

"t' - ' 
- 6trr, 5 -r- 

r2ã'zr as 9 -r" '

1/ - 
Qq ,, ãzctq 13 -Zalaoa, + ct(l3a4cts + oroo(orou + ã1\ -^r '...'Y' 2a, - 6oi ' 24fia,

v - 
qzã+ ,z az4tlq ,c ,t *, - 6oror' - 2act,ct,ç 

1-'..

w _ 1 ü6 ,z , a2a! +af,au ,o ,,¿., -r -r : ( -r.../o Zar' Z4arai

w ct4 7z , ata+Q6 + a3ã4cts * al ,' .

"' z"rt - 24"14 ç +"'

y -¡-a1aial 4* qza,+ 
7o--Ytt6arertz\olar'

X,o, Xro, X,r, Xr, and Y,o, Yr", \r, Yr, ate infinite series requiring term by term evaluation

because of the presence of the unknown natural frequency in the a, and øu terms. The

natural frequencies are determined by applying boundary conditions to (2.22) and (2.23)

and solving the resulting two equations for the natural frequencies. The natural

frequencies are determined by setting the determinant to zero. The method is illustrated

for the clamped-free beam case.

The boundary conditions for the clamped-free beam are the following:

14/,,,(0)=0 W|,Q)=O

w*,(o)=o 1r,:,,(r)-w*,(1)=o

The result of imposing these boundary conditron, upoo (2.22) and (2.23)is that xo and yo

vanish and x, and y, satisfy:

YoQ)x, +Yjr(I)y, = 0 (2.24)
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(2.2s)

Setting the determinant of (2.24) and (2.25) to zero yields the frequency equation for ).,,'.

lj*t(l) - r., rrl]', .lï *t e) - y,,(t)þ, =

y:,ollx'r(t) - y,,(r)l - ,;,u>l! 
",, 

(r) - r,, (,)] = o

v, l1\
Íil - r. r.rt \r,/ rz//ur,-Axl- 

f;¡¡^,

Y'. (1\
w.^. - Y..1 - 

- xL \-/ Y" wI -¡r 
Yjr(l)''

E=207GPa p=77005' /=1.0m
mJ

G=77.6GPa rc=0.9

The following non-dimensional parameters are used:

(2.26)

The frequency equation is solved using MapleV for symbolic manipulation and a

numerical root solver. The mode shapes for the free vibration of a clamped-free beam are

determined by assuming x, to be unity and solving ¡ from one of (2.24) or (2.25). The

mode shapes are determined from:

(2.27)

(2.28)

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to presenting the results of the free vibration

analysis of a spinning Timoshenko beam with distributed follower forces for the six

classical boundary condition cases.

Numerical Analvsis

The basic data employed in the following study is summarized as follows:

A = {21 rttro - non-dimensional rotational speed

q = q I q" - non-dimensional follower force

þ= mo ll -Rayleighbeamcoefücient
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where ø,0 is the first at-rest natural frequency, q, is the critical follower force beyond

which the system loses its stability based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, and ro is the

radius of gyration of a circular cross section. The Rayleigh beam coefücient is a reflection

of the stubbiness of the beam; as B increases the beam becomes more stubbv.

To verify the frequency equations the natural frequencies of the spinning Timoshenko

beams with zero follower forces are compared to the natural frequencies determined using

the analytical formulas given by Zu and Han (1992). Their approach differs from the

present method in two respects: their technique is valid for spinning Timoshenko beams

with no follower forces and their solutions are based on transcendental functions. In order

to make meaningful comparisons, the same system parameters as depicted previously are

used in evaluating the solutions computed by the two methods. The presented data in the

Tables2.l,2.2,2.3,2.4,2.5,and2.6areforthecaseof Ç):2.5, þ:0.15,and q:|yo.

Clamped-Free Beam

The boundary conditions for a clamped-free beam are as follows:

i3

W,,,(o) = 0

W*(0) = 0

The frequency equation is:

The mode shapes are given by:

W*(L) = 0

I

iw:,,(t)-w*,(1) = o

Y:l1)lx;e) - tyyr(r)] - y; e)lx:10) * ty,,(l)] = 0

Y'- (1\
w..-.-x,--xt\-/x" um "¡1 Yrç¡..tt

\.t /1\
w'* - Y.., -'"\t) y" w 'rr Y;Q)',
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Table 2.1: Comparison of Analytical Natural Frequencies for Clamped-Free Beam

wxhZero Follower Forces, {l = 2.5 and, B= g.15

Mode Zu andHan(1992) Current Work

t4

Znd

Table 2.1 gives the comparison of the natural frequency calculated using the above

frequency equation to the natural frequencies calculated using the analytical formula of Zu

and Han (1992). Figure 2.2 gives the variation of the natural frequency with the non-

dimensional spin rate. Figure 2.3 gives the first three mode shapes for transverse

deflection and bending deflection. Vibration mode shapes are independent of spin-rate

and, hence, no spin-rate is given for Figure 2.3. Figure 2.4 gives the variation of natural

frequency with distributed follower force for a clamped-free beam. Forward and

backward precession frequencies are denoted by solid and dashed lines, respectively, in

Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4.

Table 2.1 shows excellent agreement between the analytical formula given by Zu and,

Han (1992) and the series solution used here. The small differences that occur between

the values can be attributed to numerical errors. Recall thatZu and Han's formulas are

based on transcendental equations requiring numerical root solvers to evaluate natural

lst

3rd

4th

5th

874.37r5r

4930.89512

12081.73743

20589.61384

29832.75477

874.37149

4930.89526

12081 .13701

20589.61454

29832.75429
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frequencies, and the series used here to compute the natural frequencies are truncated at

50 terms.

Figure 2.2 demonstrates a progressive stiffening of the beam as the follower force

increases as shown by the increasing natural frequency. The plots of natural frequency

also show the backward precession frequency being less than the forward precession for

all modes except the fundamental. For the fundamental mode the precession frequencies

experience a crossover at approximately 55o/o of critical follower ioad. At q 75o/o for the

fundamental mode it can be seen that the backward precession frequencies are now greater

than the forward precession frequencies.

0.4
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Figure 2.3 clearly shows that the mode shapes for transverse and bending deflection

conform to the clamped-free boundary conditions of the beam.

Figure 2.4 demonstrates a coalescence of the first and second natural frequencies at

higher distributed follower forces. This coalescence of the first and second natural

frequencies has been identified in literature sources as being indicative of the onset of a

flutter-type instability. Of further interest is the fact that the onset of instability occurs at a

magnitude of distributed follower force less than that predicted by the Euler-Bernoulli

beam theory. As shown by Leipholz and Madan (1"975), the critical follower force for a

spinning, ciamped-free Euler-Bernoulli beam is defined to be as follows:

q" = 40.05 4
T-

Leipholz et al. identified this critical force as corresponding to the flutter-type

instability. Figure 2.4 shows the critical follower force for forward precession to be g2o/o

of the Euler-Bernoulli beam model prediction, and for backward precession, 78o/o of the

Euler-Bernoulli beam model. Thus, the actual critical follower force determined by the

Timoshenko beam model is less than the Euler-Bernoulli beam critical force. However, it
should be noted that since the follower force was normalized using a criticalfollower

force based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, some distortion would be expected since

the beam being investigated is considered stubby; it has a Rayleigh coefficient of 0.15.

Clamped-Clamped Beam

The boundary conditions for a clamped-clamped beam are as follows:

18

w,^(o) = g

W_,(o) = o

The frequency equation is:

w,^(r¡ = g

Wr (l)=o
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. xo(t)Yrr1)- xrr(l)r,, (1) = O

The mode shapes are given by:

w,,,=u xo(l)-
Axt - xr¡¡nr,

W*='"-ffi"

Table 2.2 gives the comparison of the natural frequency calculated using the above

frequency equation to the natural frequencies calculated using the analyticalformula of Zu

and Han (1992). Figure 2.5 gives the variation of the natural frequency with the non-

dimensional spin rate. Figure 2.6 gives the first three mode shapes for transverse

deflection and bending deflection. Vibration mode shapes are independent of spin-rate

and, hence, no spin-rate is given for Figure 2.6. Figure 2.7 gives the variation of natural

frequency with distributed follower force for a clamped-clamped beam. Forward and

backward precession frequencies are denoted by solid and dashed lines, respectively, in

Figures 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 .

Table 2.2. Comparison of Analytical Natural Frequencies for Clamped-Clamped Beam

withZero Follower Forces, Ç) = 2.5 and, B = 9.15

Mode Zu andHan(1992) Current'Work

19

Ist

3rd

4th

5th

4955.2543r

1T883.07423

20186 05360

29188.36882

38600 90490

4955.25428

t1883.07445

20186.05281

29t88.37016

38600.90372
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Table 2.2 shows excellent agreement between the anaþical frequency equation given

by Zu and Han (1992) and the series solution of the current work. As with the clamped-

free case differences can be attributed to numerical solution differences.

Figure 2.5 shows a trend reversal from that found for the clamped-free beam. For

increasing follower force it is found that the natural frequencies decrease indicating a

structural softening of a clamped-clamped beam. Unlike the clamped-free beam, the

forward precession frequencies are greater than the backward precession frequencies for
every vibration mode.

1.0
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Figure 2.6 clearly shows that the mode shapes for transverse and bending deflection

conform to the clamped-clamped boundary conditions of the beam.

Figure 2.7 does not demonstrate a coalescence of the natural frequencies even though

the ist and2nd modes appearto meet, nor do these frequencies approach zero athtgher q.

However, based on our numerical experimentation, it is found that beyond 95.5% of the

critical force, the solution of the frequency equation abruptly diverges, indicating the onset

of an instability. This is true for both the forward and backward precession frequencies.

Leipholz and Madan (1975) showed using the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, that the

instability is of the divergence-type, and they calculated the c¡itical follower force for a
spinning clamped-clamped beam to be:

Q" =Bo.2ss +

Figure 2.7 shows the critical follower force for forward precession to be 95 5% of the

Euler-Bernoulli beam model prediction, and for backward precession, 95.5% of the Euler-

Bernoulli beam model. Once again, the actual critical follower force determined bv the

Timoshenko beam model is less than the Euler-Bernoulli beam critical force.

Clamped-Hinged Beam

The boundary conditions for a clamped-hinged beam are as follows:

w,,,(0) = 0

W*(0) = 0

The frequency equation is:

1il,,,(7) = o

wfi,(T) = o

X,:Q)Y;Q)- X,'Q)Y:,(l) = o
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The mode shapes are given by:

24

4r, = X,t

W*, = Yr,

X.r(l) u
- 

- 

A-.,
Xr,(L) /'

Xn(l),,
X'¡¡"'

Table 2.3: Comparison of Anaþical Natural Frequencies for Clamped-Hinged Beam with
Zero Follower Forces, Ç) = 2.5 and þ = O.I5

Mode Zu andHan(1992) Current Work

2nd

4th

Table 2.3 gives the comparison of the natural frequency calculated using the above

frequency equation to the natural frequencies calculated using the analytical formula of Zu

and Han (1992). Figure 2.8 shows the variation of the natural frequency with the non-

dimensional spin rate. Figure 2.9 depicts the first three mode shapes for transverse

deflection and bending deflection. Vibration mode shapes are independent of spin-rate

and, hence, no spin-rate is given for Figure 2.9. Figure 2.IO gives the variation of natural

frequency with distributed follower force for a clamped-hinged beam. Forward and

backward precession frequencies are denoted by solid and dashed lines, respectively, for

Figure 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10.

1st

3rd

5th

3649.37840

10380.84750

18770.65521

27985.23674

37623.24857

364937840

10380 84750

18770.6s521

27985.23674

37623.24857
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Table 2.3 shows excellent agreement between the two analytical formulas. As usual,

the small differences can be attributed to the approximations used to determine the natural

frequencies.

Figure 2.8 shows the natural frequency for a spinning clamped-hinged beam decreases

as the distributed follower force increases. This is the same trend identified with the

clamped-clamped beam. As with the clamped-clamped beam the backward precession

frequency is less than the forward precession frequency for all vibration modes.
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Figure 2.9 clearly shows that the mode shapes for transverse and bending deflection

conform to the clamped-hinged boundary conditions of the beam.

Figure 2.10 shows the fundamental frequency of the clamped-hinged beam falling off
to zero as the critical follower force is approached. This has been identified as the

divergence-type of instability. Based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the critical

follower force for a spinning clamped-hinged beam (Leipholz and Madan, lg75) is defined

to be as follows:

tr.1
g. = 57.007 _T

Leipholz et al. identified this critical force as corresponding to a divergence-type

instability. Figure 2.10 shows the critical follower force for forward precession to be

88.5% of the Euler-Bernoulli beam model prediction, and for backward precession, 8B.Z%

of the Euler-Bernoulli beam model. As before, the actual critical follower force computed

by the Timoshenko beam model is less than the Euler-Bernoulli beam critical force.

Hinged-Hinged Beam

The boundary conditions for a hinged-hinged beam are as fo[ows:

28

W,,,(o) = o

w*,(o) = o

The frequency equation is:

LT,,,(7) = o

L[*,(l) = o

x7o0)YÄ(1) - x,' (T)Y;'(l) = o

The mode shapes are given by:

rrl - r/ Xro1) -rl,n - Ayo - X,¡g ^"
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w*, = y.,^ -x*(') y-,^yo 
4,(1)-,t

Table 2.4 gives the comparison of the natural frequency calculated using the above

frequency equation to the natural frequencies calculated using the analytical formula of Zu

and Han (1992). Figure 2.11 gives the variation of the natural frequency with the non-

dimensional spin rate. Figure 2.12 gives the first th¡ee mode shapes for transverse

deflection and bending deflection. Vibration mode shapes are independent of spin-rate

and, hence, no spin-rate is given for Figure 2.I2. Figure 2.73 gives the variation of natural

frequency with distributed follower force for a hinged-hinged beam. Forward and

backward precession frequencies are denoted by solid and dashed lines, respectively, in

Figures 2.I1,2.I2, and 2.13.

Tabie 2.4: Comparison of Analytical Natural Frequencies for Hinged-Hinged Beam with
Zero Follower Forces, Q, = 2.5 and ß = 0.15

Mode Zu'andHan (1992) Current Work

29

2nd

Table 2.4 shows excellent agreement between the two analytical formulas. As usual,

the small differences are attributed to the numerical evaluation of the naturalfrequencies.

lst

3rd

4th

5th

2460.73225

8789.83407

11242.27617

26698.70175

36607.52426

2460.73225

8789.83407

17242.27611

26698.10t75

36607.52426
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Figure 2.11 demonstrates the same trend in natural frequency with follower force as

seen with the clamped-clamped and clamped-hinged boundary condition cases. The

natural frequency decrease with increasing distributed follower force.

Figure 2.I2 clearly shows that the mode shapes for transverse and bending deflection

conform to the hinged-hinged boundary conditions of the beam.

Figure 2.13 shows the divergence-type of instability at a critical follower force less

than the Euler-Bernoulli critical force. Based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theorv. the
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critical follower force for a spinning hinged-hinged beam (Leipholz and Madan, 1975) is

defined to be as follows:

8" = tl.ss64 T
Leipholz et al. identified this critical force as corresponding to a divergence-type

instability. Figure 2.13 shows the critical follower force for forward precession to be

93.zYo of the Euler-Bernoulli beam model prediction, and for backward precession, gz1%

of the Euler-Bernoulli beam model. Once again, the actual critical follower force

determined by the Timoshenko beam model is less than the Euler-Bernoulli beam critical

force.

Hinged-Free Beam

The boundary conditions for a hinged-free beam are as folrows:

W,,,(0)=0 W*,(l)=O

w*,(o)=o !r:,,(r)-w*,(1)=oI um\

The frequency equation is:

y;00)lx:1(1) - ty.1 (1)] _ y:l(Ðlxkl) _ tyyo(l)] = 0

The mode shapes are given by:

JJ

wu,,=xno-29*,,Yw rJ'(l)

w.*. - Y.^ -Y;'(r) y.. wr - yu y; (1) 
.,,
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Table 2.5 gives the comparison of the natural frequency calculated using the above

frequency equation to the natural frequencies calculated using the analytical formula of Zu
and Han (1992). Figure 2.I4 gives the variation of the natural frequency with the non-
dimensional spin rate. Figure 2.15 gives the first three mode shapes for transverse

deflection and bending deflection. Vibration mode shapes are independent of spin-rate

and, hence, no spin-rate is given for Figure 2. 15. Figu re 2.16 give the variation of natural

frequency with distributed follower force for a hinged-free beam. Forward and backward

precession frequencies are denoted by solid and dashed lines, respectively, in Figures 2.14,
2.15. and2.16.

Table 2.5: Comparison of Analytical Natural Frequencies for Hinged-Free Beam with
Zero Follower Forces, {ù = 2.5 and þ = 0.I5

Mode Zu andHan(1992) Current Work

1ÁJ1

Znd

Table 2.5 shows excellent agreement between the two anaþical formulas. As before,

the small differences can be attributed to the approximations used to determine the natural

frequencies.

As with the previous three boundary condition cases, Figure 2.14 shows the natural

frequency decreasing with increasing distributed follower force for the hinged-free beam.

lst

3rd

4th

5rh

6th

r21.43r63

4067.st499

1t265.s5076

20i38 05309

29755.43417

39668.95669

t21.43163

4067.51499

rt265.55076

2013 8.05309

29755.43416

39668.95669
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Figure 2.I5 clearly shows that the mode shapes for transverse and bending deflection

conform to the hinged-free boundary conditions of the beam.

Figure 2.16 demonstrates divergence-type instability in both the forward and backward

precession modes. Based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the critical follower force

for a spinning hinged-free beam (Leþholz and Madan, 1975) is defined to be as follows:

0.0 1.0
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Leipholz et al. identified this critical force as corresponding to a divergence-type

instability. Figure 2.16 shows the critical follower force for forward precession to be

57 .5% of the Euler-Bernoulli beam model prediction, and for backward precession, 77 .B%

of Euler-Bernoulli beam model. As before, the actual critical follower force determined by

the Timoshenko beam model is less than the Euler-Bernoulli beam critical force.

Free-Free Beam

The boundary conditions for a free-free beam are as follows:

W*,(0)=0 W*,(I)=O

jrr,,ror- w*,(o) = o 
)rr,,rr, - w*,(1) = o

The frequency equation is.

y:. e(xk (ù + tx :r e) - tyyo - t, y,,(t)) - (r.j, (1) - /r,, (1)X"; Ol + /ri, (r)) = o

The mode shapes are given by:

w,,, = x'o -1ffi,ñ(x,o *tx.,)

w,,, = t* - *ffi*(r,o * tr,,)

Table 2.6 gives the comparison of the natural frequency calculated using the above

frequency equation to the natural frequencies calculated using the anaþical formula of Zt
and Han (1992). Figure 2.I7 gives the variation of the natural frequency with the non-

dimensional spin rate. Figure 2.18 gives the first three mode shapes for transverse

deflection and bending deflection. Vibration mode shapes are independent of spin-rate

and, hence, no spin-rate is given for Figure 2.18 Forward and backward precession

38
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frequencies are denoted by solid and dashed lines, respectively, in Figures 2.17,2.18 and

2.19.

Table 2.6. Comparison of Analytical Natural Frequencies for Free-Free Beam withZero
Follower Forces, {l = 2.5 and þ = O.15

Mode Zu andHan(1992) Current Work

39

lst

Znd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

671.92224

6283.94220

1423t.46039

23460.35395

33197.t9736

43099.43934

67t.92224

628394220

14231.46039

23460.35395

33197.19739

43099.43937

Table 2.6 shows excellent agreement between the two anaþical formulas. As before,

the small differences can be attributed to the approximations used to determine the natural

frequencies.

Figure 2.17 shows the same trend as most of the boundary condition cases of
decreasing natural frequency with increasing follower force. The backward precession

frequency is less than the forward precession frequency for all modes. The backward

precession of the fundamental mode shows indications of an asymptotic relationship

existing with spin-rate. At q:75o/o the backward precession frequency is almost

unchanged with increasing spin-rate.

Figure 2.18 clearly shows that the mode shapes for transverse and bending deflection

conform to the free-free boundarv conditions of the beam.
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Figure 2.19 demonstrate coalescence of the lowest modes for both the forward and

backward precession frequencies. Based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the critical

follower force for a spinning free-free beam (Leipholz and Madan, Ig75) is defined to be

as follows:

q. =Bo.zs +t

The forward precession shows flutter-type instability occurring at 72.4o/o of Euler-

Bernoulli critical follower force. The backward precession shows flutter-type instability

occurring at 94Yo of Euler-Bernoulli critical follower force. A large number of terms
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(>100) were required in the series solution in order to achieve coalescence of the

precessions frequencies. Once again, the actual critical follower force determined by the

Timoshenko beam model is less than the Euler-Bernoulli beam critical force.

Áa+)



Chapten 3

Forced Vibration Analysis

Introduction

Chapter 3 covers the forced vibration of a spinning Timoshenko beam under the

influence of a distributed follower force and an applied transverse distributed load.

Physical symmetries in the sense of Betti-Maxwell reciprocity theorem are eliminated by

the presence of distributed follower forces in the beam system. The removal of the

physical symmetries results in the beam problem being non-selfadjoint. Forced vibration

analysis is achieved by the use of adjoint analysis and modal expansion.

Adjoint Analysis

The non-selfadjoint nature of the problem under investigation requires the analysis of
the adjoint system to be carried out before the forced vibration analysis can be performed.

The free vibration analysis required the analysis of the real system for eigenvalues and

eigenvectors. The adjoint system will also be analyzed, for the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors. The real and adjoint eigenpairs are then related by the biorthonormality

conditions as follows:

(tultwl -,{w.1,) = u.,, I7l,l? = +1,+2r...

lll,n = +1,+? ,...

(3 1)

(3.2)(txltwl,,,{, l.) = A,,6,,.,

where 6^n is the Kronecker delta function, and (a,ó) denotes the inner product of a and

å. The adjoints of the mass and stiffness matrix operators are (Han andZu,1995):

A/1TI
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lr.l=M=

O AII O

AII O O

000
001

0

(-øc , qQ-ö\ fl zq a,---------;-----------ä-\ pltz ' PIt ) açz PIt âÇ

0

_tdc d
pil d(

45

0

0

1

T-a1pr

(3 3)

[r.]=

A/I
0

0

0

00
o KAGd" ptt â(
10
o - E û -KAGnt2 ar2 ' oI

Defining the state vector of the adjoint system to be:

{r.1, = (tr,:, ty:, wà w*)'

(3 4)

(3 s)

in which {r.1, denotes the ntheigenvector of the adjoint system and l4/),,, wå, are the

nth eigenvector components pertaining to transverse deflections are bending angle,

respectively. The boundary conditions of the adjoint system are determined by the

following adjoint analysis. The following inner product calculation yields the boundary

conditions of the adjoint system.

(trtt w| .,, {trr l,) = + l:Lt.w.,d Ç *(h 
#)f¡t.w:;¿Ç

.+l:rr:.{Kr- ç)w:.,1 * (w:.,)dÇ *+l rr:,r;¿çpll Jo " ¡t - )"> pil Jo" un" vm'

*!lw*w*dç -#t:r*,r,^oç #f,wwwåd( 
(3 6)

*491, vy:^w*,a(
PItow

and
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({w\,,,¡x. l{,. l .) = 
+ !:ivï,w,,. d ç .(h #) f ,w: :. w,, d Ç

.fr$:ffr- Ç) - vr,iÏ)w;.,aç - ï*:ir..,01

. # Ïw*,w..d ç . I:rr*r*,n c - # Ilw:: tI/wd ç

- # Ëwä. w,,,,d ç . T I:v(.w*a ç

Integrating by parts yields:

(txltwl ,,,{w*1,) = ({w} .,lr.f{w.|,) + a c.

in which the boundary condition terms are:

B c = (h - ffi@,, 
w,,,,1) 

o - vt.w:,¡),)

.ft[ç - ç)(r;:r",,1'o - w],w:.,|'")- ,t.w,,¡',|

.#(nw,,,l:,.-w.r*),',)-#@;u.,1),-w*w,;.,|),)

(3 7)

(3 8)

Applytng the boundary conditions of the real system to equation (3 8) and setting

equal to zero yields the boundary conditions of the adjoint system.

Having determined the adjoint system boundary conditions, the eigenpairs of the

adjoint system are obtained by the method used for the free vibration analysis of Chapter

2. The eigenproblem associated with the adjoint system is given by

^.,W.f{w- }, 
= [r.]{w.} ,, n = l.r,!z,... (3 e)

where l, are the nth eigenvalue of the adjoint system, ltufl ana lf.] are the adjoint

differential operators defined previously, and, {W.},, represents the nth eigenvector of the

adjoint system. Expanding (3.9) gives
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where

,.1r:.=lr:.

r-4w-=l -gg*q(t-c)\w,,* -28 w,* -dG ,,,,*'"n J "un - 
| plf ' plt )"* 

- 
pilYYun 

t 
pn 

u-

l,W* = LTr

,.(ro" -ç¿J, ,ur\ - -dG ,rr,* E ,rr,,* , dG ,,,*",1"*-7"*)=- pII //u, - rf 
*;; * plt **

("i * 
":,C)w;;. 

+ o;w,:: + a}rT/:, = olw*

%W,;;" +4W;,=-d"W:i

Eliminating the time derivatives as before, equations (3.10) - (3.13) can be expressed as

two coupled ordinary differential equations with undetermined coefficients.

/11at

(3.10)

(3 11)

(3.r2)

(3. 13)

(3.14)

(3 15)

* KAG
A, =--' PII'

xQ
a.=z-" pll'

* ^*"4cl"=A--'nI

. KAG
A^=--pI

, 4=!plt

* a*? ^* 
(U- KAG * 2o, U6-,Li-/ur--- _, er=ipI pI' t pIl

The ordinary differential equations are solved in the same fashion as for free vibration.

A series expansion solution is assumed:

ftrl* -Y -*nttun - þe¡9
i=0

w* =Zyiq e.v)
.r=0

The recursive relationships resulting from substituting (3.16) and (3.17) into (3.14)

and (3.15) are:

M+G;Ð{|";¡U+ 
1) + oî(i +r)]'-, + alx,t - a;(t +r)y¡u} {: rs)

*1
fi*, = -dr. ÐrJ.Ðl"iv, 

*øiU +1)r;,]

(3.16)

(3. I e)
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The four independent constants ,i, *Ï, y[, and yi are determined from the prescribed

boundary conditions for the adjoint system. Using the recursive relationships, constants

x, and l, forj > 1 can be expressed as functions of *å, *î, y[, and yi. The series

expressions for W), and W) can be re-expressed as:

W*n = {oxo + $,0!o + drx, + \,r1,
W* = Yloxo + y)lo + y*rx, + y]ylt

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

where

Eo =r-\c' *þi !?)"i ,'/ãt 6ãt'

* t 
| _(zoi + 'i)(r) + ol)": 

r_ n*2 _Loî'oi'fro -24a*2| at -3 oi lt 
¡"'

(zai + "i)ri"i l" l 
"'za{'zai

| * *\ * * +

-1", *a))øl +aiai +aial' I ai

*a

w* - 
Qqãa 13 ,A^-+-^yu - + * >' oc\as

v* -r 
Q, ,,

-^vl 5 * S

¿4.
I

I | (';+a)\al *T_r _r Lr3 _T6ail ai

n | * +\ *

_ ao ,, \ãz + at )a+ ,z-4' - 6": t

* * * *l * +\
w* _ ete4 rt c\cl4\az iar) ,o ,

-r0 - + *> ^. *1 * þoclras ¿4a1- as

o r" _L o 4 o

2a!' 24a!25

2

9 T...
5

*) *'ì
ao'ay | 7+ ,

MJ"".

-*)6at-

*"1 * Ia,- | a-a-
" l+ t 'J-

a! l' zai
'J I

4

Yno =t-

aia)+ - -+
zQt

ai(ai +ø)' t ai)
2"i

q.
o0.o .-a.C'4+ i toi

v* - ai ,z , olol ,, , r [a]a[ ";l (ai+a])ai . o:'1) -^'*' - - de - 6aþ;' - z4d\ "; '4l----t-+43 +T 
)f 

-"'

v* - t aiai + oi' ,, , "I'(o) 
+ ol) 

"otrt-e--7M-5 r 
Z4ala; ç -r...
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Imposing the boundary conditions for the adjoint system on (3.20) and (3.21) yields

the frequency equation for 1)n., and the corresponding eigenvectors Wl, and W*. The

following sections detail the adjoint system boundary conditions, frequency equation, and

eigenvectors for four boundary condition cases: hinged-hinged, clamped-free, clamped-

clamped, and clamped-hinged.

Hinged-Hinged

The boundary conditions of the adjoint system are

W),(o¡=s W],(t¡=s

Ltr*Q)= o W)çt¡= o

The frequency equation is determined to be:

49

x,;Q)Y:,. (1) - -4, (l)rio. (1) = o

The eigenvectors are defined by:

t¡r, _ vs Y;; (1) 
__rl,,_^yo_ffi^,,

[]/^ - Y.^ -YiJ 
Q) 

n.-rto -!r3¡txt

Clamped-Free

The boundary conditions of the adjoint system are

w),ço¡=s wå(r)=o

w*(o¡ = o w*çt¡ _Tr:: 
rt> 

_ 
åGw,Q) = o

The frequency equation is determined to be:
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y:,. r¡¡lJ x;itrt - r" trl * # $,,frl] - y;. (l)[+xji (1) - r; ç¡ + fi. xi, (,)] = o

The eigenvectors are defined by:

Clamped-Clamped

The boundary conditions of the adjoint system are

t¡r* _ ,¿* Yir- (l) u-rr,n - 4¡l - 7n* ru A ylrt \t)

W* -- v.. -Yi'" 
(1) v.'' w - 'rr Yjr. çt¡'"

w),ço¡ = s

W-(O¡= O

The frequency equation is determined to be:

w),ço¡= s

W*(0) = 0

x;QY;(l) -4,(l)rj(1) = o

The eigenvectors are defined by:

w^ - v* '4t(t) *rru, - Axt 
4r1¡^,

W* = w. '4' (1) -.-r¡r-ffi'rl

Clamped-Hinged

The boundary conditions of the adjoint system are

w],1t¡ = s

w;(1) = o

w,,(t¡ = g

wË(r)= o
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The frequency equation is determined to be:

x,:e)y;1. (D - 4,,(t)y,f (1) = o

The eigenvectors are defined by:

W*, = s' - d,'0) Y.Axr-ffinr,

L'ï* =r;-ffir;

Response Determination

51

Having determined the eigenpairs for the adjoint system the response calculations can

be completed. The response is based upon a modal expansion of the following form:

{r} = f{r},,r,, (3.23)

where qnt aÍethe generalized coordrnur.r* Substituting (3.23)into the equations of

motion in matrix form:

[Ml{,þ}=[K]{r}+{P}

Taking the inner product wth {W. },, invoking the biorthonormality conditions, the

following system of decoupled first order differential equations occur:

4,,= 1,,9,,*Qn, m=*I,+2,.. (3.24)

where

Q^ = ({r\' ,{r.l 
^)

Recall from Chapter 2, {P} is a state vector defined by equation (2.9) Assuming that

p is an exponentially decreasing transverse load of the following form
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p = w e-iþ'

Substituting into equation (2.9) and evaluating Q,, yield,s,

Qr, =\r'þt,
pt

where 
" = ItW,,^.d(Jo vu'

For zero initial conditions, the solution of Q.z\ is the Duhamel integral.

q_ = I:o,,(r)et,(,-Ò dr (3.2s)

Substitutin g for Q,, yields,

ø,, =¡ffiþ'o' -r'*) e'6)

The solution contains a homogeneous solution and a particular solution, the particular

solution being (3.26). The homogeneous soiution is determined from.

4,,= 1n,4,,

and therefore,

q,, - cu'*'

For ø= 0

q,,(0)= c

Hence, the homogeneous solution is

q^ = q,,(o)e^'"

The system response z is then calculated using the definition of the state vecto r {w}
(2.6) and (3.23):

52
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u = iw,,,gn,

where, when transformed back to real time, we get:

Q,, = g,,(o¡e't'' + Mffi_ r,)(e-P - 
e¡^^')

Numerical Analysis and Discussion

The basic data employed in the response calculations is summarized as follows:

ksp= ttuu -A

53

E = 207 GPa /=1.0m

G = 77.6 GPa rc= 0.9

The following non-dimensional parameters are used:

Ç2 = {l I rr)rc - non-dimensional rotational speed

q = q I q" - non-dimensional follower force

þ= mo ll -Rayleighbeamcoefücient

where at,o is the first at-rest natural frequency, q" is the critical follower force beyond

which the system loses its stability based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, and ro is the

radius of gyration of a circular cross section. The Rayleigh beam coefficient is a reflection

of the stubbiness of the beam; as Bincreases the beam becomes more stubby.

Each beam is subjected to an applied transverse distributed load of the following form:

P((,t) = De-r (3.28)

where D : 10 kN/m and y: I s-1. An Euler-Bernoulli model is used to define the initial

deflection at t : 0 sec. of the beam due to the applied transverse distributed load. The

initial deflection is defined by the following equation:

(3 27)

tíun,rr- * 
,!e-ôu(ç,0),,= 

D (3 2e)
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The initial bending deflection V((,0) is found by taking the first derivarive of U(Ç0).

Clamped-Free Beam

Time (sec)

Figure 3.1: Normalized Tip Deflections for clamped-Free Beams withq:25o¡
q---o- Curent Work, -{- Han and Zu (1995)¡

Figure 3.1 gives the tip deflection of the clamped-free beam as it develops with time

for the current work and the work done by Han and Zu (1995) This figure shows good

agreement between the forced response of the current work and the forced response

calculations done by Han and Zu. Some differences are apparent between the tip

deflections. The current work shows more oscillatory behaviour than their work. This is

likely because more terms were used to approximate the mode shapes of the real and
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adjoint systems than was used by them. This would

higher-order contributions to the forced response.

55

have the effect of increasing the
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Figure 3 .2: Primary Deflections of Clamped-Free Beams

Figure 3.2 shows the primary (in-plane) deflection of the clamped-free beam. It can be

seen that the primary deflection decays rapidly with time. The maximum deflection occurs

at time I : 0 sec. This is expected since the applied transverse load is an exponentially

decaying function of time.
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Figure 3.3. Secondary Deflections of Clamped-Free Beams

Figure 3.3 depicts the secondary (out-of-plane) deflections of the clamped-free beam.

Observe that these deflections do not decay, but instead oscillate with time. This is due to

the fact that the secondary deflections are out of plane with the applied transverse load

and therefoÍe, ate not affected to the same extent as the primary deflection to changes in

the applied transverse load. It should also be noted that the secondary deflections are an

order of magnitude less than the primary deflections.

q-2SYo
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Hinged-Hinged Beam

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 gives the forced vibration response of the hinged-hinged

Timoshenko beam with distributed follower forces. Figure 3.4 shows the

deflections decaying exponentially as the applied transverse load decays.

q:0yo
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Figure 3.5 shows the independence of the secondary deflections from the decay of

the applied transverse load. As with the clamped-free beam the secondary deflections are

an order of magnitude less than the primary deflections.
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Clamped-Clamped Beam

Figures 3 6 and 3.7 demonstratethe forced response of the clamped-clamped spinning

Timoshenko beam with distributed follower forces. Figure 3.6 shows the primary

deflections decaying exponentially as the applied transverse load decreases.
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Figure 3.7 shows the oscillatory behaviour of the secondary deflection of the

clamped-clamped beam. The secondary deflections are an order of magnitude less than

the primary deflections
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Clamped-Hinged Beam

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 demonstrate the forced vibration response of the clamped-hinged

Timoshenko beam under the influence of distributed follower forces and applied transverse

loading. Exponential decay of the primary deflections is seen in Figure 3 8 with increasing

time.
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Figure 3.9 shows the oscillatory behaviour of the secondary deflections. As before,

the secondary deflections are an order of magnitude less than the primary deflections.
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Chapter 4

Summary, Conclusions, and Future \Mork

Summary

The purpose of this thesis was to apply anaþical techniques to the study of the

dynamics of non-conservative, spinning Timoshenko beams. Six general boundary

condition cases were investigated in Chapter 2 for the free vibration characteristics. Four

general boundary condition cases were investigated in Chapter 3 for the forced response

to an exponentially decaying applied transverse load.

The free vibration analysis was achieved by applying a differential matrix operator and

appropriate state vector definition to reduce the partial differential equations to ordinary

differential equations. The resulting system of ordinary differential equations was solved

using a series solution. The solution technique is unique in the fact that it requires a PC-

based symbolic manipulation package in order to evaluate the frequency equations.

Adjoint analysis was required to determine the forced vibration response of the non-

conservative beam systems investigated. Once having evaluated the adjoint eigenproblem,

modal-expansion methods are applied to the differential matrix operators to solve for the

dynamic response.

The free vibration analysis consisted of evaluating each of six boundary condition

cases for the natural frequencies and mode shapes. Results were presented demonstrating

the variation of the eigenvalues with beam axial spin rate and distributed follower force.

Both the forward and backward precession frequencies of the beams were investigated. In
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the forced vibration analysis, each of the four boundary condition problems is evaluated

for the dynamic response due to a time-varying applied transverse load. The results

presented demonstrate the time evolution of the primary and secondary deflections of each

beam.

My contributions to the field of spinning beam dynamics has been to apply analytical

techniques to handle boundary conditions that were not previously solved using analytical

methods. Both free and forced vibrations were investieated in this work.

Conclusions

1.

Conclusions made from the work done in the thesis are as follows.

The analytical technique first applied to the solution of the dynamics of a clamped-free

spinning Timoshenko beam with non-conservative forces can be extended to more

general boundary conditions. A series-type solution can be used to solve the

eigenvalue problem for any boundary condition of the foliowing type. clamped,

hinged, and free.

Clamped-free boundary conditions are the only boundary conditions which experience

beam stiffening due to increased follower force load. The other five boundary

condition cases show the beam structurally softening as the follower force load

increased.

The clamped-free and the free-free beams are the

flutter-type instability as the critical follower force

boundary conditions experience a divergence-type

force is approached

only beams which experienced a

was approached. The other four

instabilitv as the critical follower
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4. Critical follower force loads predicted using the Timoshenko beam model are less than

the critical follower loads predicted by Euler-Bernoulli beam model.

5. An asymptotic relationship was observed for the backward precession frequencies at

increased spin rate for the free-free boundary condition case.

6. A comparison of analytical techniques for spinning Timoshenko beams with zero

follower forces show nearþ identical predictions for natural frequencies. Slight

differences can be attributed to approximations used in the numerical solutions used

for each analytical technique.

l. Forced response of the beams showed an exponential decrease with time in the

primary deflections corresponding to the exponential decrease in the applied transverse

load.

8. Secondary deflections, i.e. out-of-plane deflections, for the forced response of the

beams showed an oscillatory behaviour.

9. In all cases, the secondary deflection for the forced vibration response are an order of

magnitude less than the primary deflections.

Future Work

There are several possible areas of future work in the study of non-conservative

dynamics of spinning Timoshenko beams.

1. A thorough investigation of the stability of non-conservative, spinning Timoshenko

beams should be done. This thesis only briefly investigated instability limits for

spinning Timoshenko beams with distributed follower forces.
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A study of the dynamics of spinning Timoshenko beams with both distributed and

concentrated follower forces for general boundary conditions should be done.

Equations of motion for spinning Timoshenko beams undergoing rigid-body motion

and influenced by non-conservative forces should be derived. These equations could

be general equations of motion for spinning beam problems, i.e. they would apply to

beams with or without rigid-body motion, and with or without non-conservative

forces.

The spinning Timoshenko beam problem could be expanded to include damping

effects in the dynamics of the problem. This would tikely result in the equations of
motion needing to be rederived and the solution process reinvestigated to solve for the

free and forced vibrations of the Timoshenko beam.
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Á.ppendix A: i{omenclature

A cross-sectional area

E Young's modulus

G shear modulus

I transverse moment of inertia of circular cross-section

J polar mass moment of inertia

tÃ'l generalized stiffness matrix

tftl adjoint matrix of the generalized stiffness matrix

I length of the beam

lM generalized mass matrix

Vrfl adjoint matrix of the generalizedmass matrix

{P} external load vector in the inertial frame

p load in the inertial frame

Q^ generalized force

q distributed follower force

q non-dimensional distributed follower force, q/q"

8, critical distributed follower force

8- generalized coordinates

f 6 radius of gyration, .rm

T kinetic energy

t time variable

u complex variable of transverse deflections in the inertial frame

U" elastic potential energy

Wu mode shapes associated with U component

Wv mode shapes associated with r4component

{W state vector of the inertial frame

{W- mth eigenvector of the real system
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U4/\", mth eigenvector of the adjoint system

p Rayleigh beam coeffrcíent, nrsl

á*,, Kronecker delta function

Ç non-dimensional lengfh, z/l

K shear coefficient

.r, eigenvalues

2* eigenvalues of the adjoint system

p mass density

't imaginary time variable

þ* shear angle in OXZ plane

þ, shear angle in OYZ plane

Vx bending angle in OXZ plane

Vy bending angle in OYZ plane

V complex variable of bending angle in the inertial frame

A spinrate

e¿ non-dimensional rotational speed

a natural frequency

cln nthnatural frequency

Øto at-rest fundamental natural frequency

(t) angular velocity vector
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Appendix B: Numerical Analysis Frograrns

The programs are written using the MapleV programming language. MapleV was

used throughout the thesis because of its capabilities for symbolic manipulation. The

analytical nature of the thesis determined the requirement to use MapleV. The following

set of programs is a representative set of the programs required to gener ate the d,ata

required for each of the six classical boundary conditions. The programs vr'ere modified to

for each of the six boundary conditions. The following set are the programs used for the

fixed-fixed beam free and forced vibration analysis.

Program: fTxfÏx.mpl

withQinalg):

Digits::30:

r e ad' b :fifi data. mp l' :

#

g::procQambdø)

a I : : evalf((K*A * G)/(rho *Iner* l) -q [i 3 J /ft ho * Iner * l)) :

ø 2 : : ev alf(q [i 3 J / (r ho * Iner * l) ) :

o 3 : : evalf(lam b da^ 2 *A/Iner) :

a4 : : ev a lf((K *A * G) / (rho * Iner) ) :

ø5 : : ev alf(Young/(r ho * l^ 2) ) :

a6::evalf(lambda^2-(ambda*Omegafi4J*Jz)/(rho*Iner)-(K*A*G)/(rho*Iner*l)):

#

L. - L .

XxI::z:

XyI::0:

YxI:--0:

YyI::z:

t)



od:
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t

for n.front 0 to N-2 do

x[n+2J::(a2*n*(n+ I)*x[n+ IJ-a3*x[nJ+ø4*(n+ I)*y[n+ Il/(al*(n+ I)*(n+2)):

y [n+ 2 J : 
: (a6 *y 

[nJ -a4 * (n+ I ) *x [n+ I | /(a5 * (n+ I ) * (n+ 2)) :

XX : : genmatr ix ( [x [n+ 2 J J, [x [ 0 J,x [ ] J, y [ 0 J,y [ ] J | :

YY : : genm atrix ( [y [n + 2 J J, [x [ 0 J,x I I J,y [ 0 J,y fl J | :

Xx I : :Xx I + XXI I, 2 J 
* z^(n+ 2) :

Xy I : --Xy I + XX[ I, 4J *z^(n+ 2) :

Yx I : :Yx I + YY I l, 2J *z^(n+ 2) :

Yy I : :Yy I + YY[ I, 4J * z^(n+ 2) :

z::L0:

evalf(Xx I *Yy I -Xy I *Yx I + lambda) :

end:

#

writeto(fixfix.out'):

print('Free vibration analysis of øfix-fix Tintoshenko Beam'):

for i5from I to betq_count do

pr int (' ////////////////////////////////W////////////////' ) :

print('beta :', beta[iS J) :

writelo(terminal):

print('beta :',beta[iS | :

app endt o ( fixfix. out') :

r0: :l*beta[i5J/Pi :

A:-_4*Pi*r0^2:

Iner::48Pi*r0^4:

Jz::2*rho*Iner:

f0::4768.8826L

ølphø::Young*Iner:
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qb : : 8 0. 2 5 5 * alpha/l^3 :

q_count::4:

q : : array ( [0. 0 * qb, 0. 2 5 * qb, 0. 5 * qb, 0. 7 5 * qb | :

Omega_count::3:

O me ga : : aruay ( þ 2. 5 *f0, 0. 0 W, 2. 5 *f0 I )'
for i4 from I by I to Omega_count do

print('----------- ---------'):
print (' Omega _b ar :', evalf(Ome ga [i q ] /ÍO) ) :

writeto(terminøl):

print (' Ome ga _bar :', evalf(Ome ga I i a ] /Í0)) :

øpp e ndt o ( fixfix. out' ) :

for i3from I by I to q_count do

II:--I:

writeto(terminal):

print(' q :', evalf(q[i 3J /qb)) :

app endt o ( fixfix. ou t' ) :

for i2from I by I to lant_count do

lambda}: -*lant}[i2J:

i::l:
while i<--N} do

# writeto(terntinal):

# print('Iteration step :',i):

# print('lambda}:',lambda}):

# appendto( fixfix.out'):

lømbdal::g(lambda}):

lambda2::g(lambdøI) :

I am b da _: -- lam b da} - ( I om b da I - I am b da 0) ^ 2) /
Qamb da2 - 2 I lam b da I + lam b da}) :

if øbs(lambda_-lambda0) < TOL then

# print('Finished'):
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# print('lantbda: ',lantbda):

nd _lam b da : : evalf( (Iamb da _^2 ) *rho YA/alpha) :

# print('non-dimensional lambda:',nd_lambda):

lamfllJ::lambda_:

ndlam fl lJ : : nd _lantb da :

iÍ (i4-- I) and (i3: I) then

lam00fllJ::lombda_:

fi:
od:

if i>N0 then

pri nt (' P r o c e dur e fai le d') :

.fi:

od: #i2

print('>>>

for iífront I by I to ll-I do

print (' Iambda :', lam [i 6J,ndlam [i 6J ) :

od:

od: #i3

od: #i4

for i7 from I by I to ll-I do

lam}[i7J::lam00[i7J:
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od:

od: #i5

writeto(terminal):
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Frogram: fTfidafa.mpl

Iam_count::5:

lam} : :array ([ ] I I 3, 48 I 0, 9 2 7 9, I 4 7 9 6, 2 I 24 I | :

Young::2.07* I0^I I:
mu::0.3:

rho::7700.0:

G::Young/2/(I +mu) :

betø_count::3:

beta: :array([0. 0 5, 0. I 5, 0. 2 5 J) :

l::L0:
K::0.9:

#

N::50:

TOL::1.0* I0^(-5):

N0::50:

Program: eigen0O.mpl

Eigenval::arrøy([

4955. 25 428,-4579. 405 65, I 188 3.07445,-t 0865.0263 1,20 I 86. 05 28 I,_ I 8685. 54654I.

Nmode::6:
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bar*f0:
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Frogram: uinit.mpl

with(linalg);

Digits::30;

read 'b:data.mpl';

w s : : ev alf(sw x l^4/alp ha) ;

qs : : ev alf(q * l^ 3 /alp ha) ;

v[0J::0;

v[IJ::0;

v [4J : : l^4/(4 * 3 * 2) *ws ;

for ifrom I to 5 do

v[3*i+4J::-qs*(38i+ I)*(3*i)/(3*i+4)/(3*i+ 3)/(3*i+ 2)/(3*i+ ])\t[3*i+ IJ;

vI j*i+ 3J ::-qs* (3*i) *(3 *i- ])/(3 *i+ 3)/(3*i+ 2)/(3*i+ I)/(3*i) *v [3*iJ ;

v [ 3 *i + 2 J : 
:-qs* (3 *i- | * (s * i-2) /(3 * i + 2)/(3 *i+ ] )/(s *Ð /(s *i- I ) *v [ 3 *i- I J ;

od;
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Frogram: intgrt00.mpX

read 'data}0.mpl':

read 'ov251500.m':

read 'av251500.m':

read 'uin}0.mpl':

read 'eigen}0.mpl':

#

o0::diff(u},2):

NN::100:

TOLI::I*10^(6):

#

QA::0:

bb:: I :

#

g:--proc(x)

if k:I then

evalf(hVu[jJxWus[jl:

else if k:2 then

ev alf (tVp s i [j J 
* Wp s i s [j J ) :

fi: fi:
end:

#

for kfront I to 2 do

for j from I to Nmode do

APP::0:

i::I:
TOLJ|J :: I}*TOLI:

a[iJ::aa:

h[iJ::(bb-aa)/2:
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FA[iJ::g(aa):

FC [iJ ::g(aa+h[iJ):

FB[iJ::gþb):

s [iJ : :h [iJ * FA [iJ + 4 *FC [iJ + FB [iJ)/s :

L[iJ::I:
while i>0 do

FD::g(a[i]+h[iJ/2):

FE: --g(a[iJ + 3 *h[iJ/2) :

S I : :h [iJ x (FA [iJ + 4 *FD + FC [il/6 :

S 2 : :h [i] * (FC [iJ + 4 *FE+ FB [ì])/6.

vI::a[iJ:

v2::FA[iJ:

v3::FC[iJ:

v4::FB[iJ:

v5::h[iJ:

v6::TOLJ|J :

v7: --S[iJ:

v8::L[iJ:

i::i-I:
if abs(SI+52-v7) < v6 then

APP::APP+(SI+52):

else

if v8>:NN then

print (' Leve I Exce eded') :

break:

else

i::i+ I:
a[iJ::vI+v5:

FA[iJ::v3:

FC[iJ: --FE:
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FB[iJ::v4:

h[iJ ::v5/2:

TOLJ|J::v6/2:

S [iJ : --52 :

L[iJ::v8+ I :

i::i+l:
a[iJ::vI:

FA[|J::v2:

FC[iJ::FD:

FB[iJ::v3:

h[iJ::h[i-1J:

TOLJiJ::TOLJi-IJ:

S[i]::SI:

L[iJ::L[i-]J:

fi:

save Cu, Co, 'intcon}}.m':
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Prograrn: evect00.mpl

with(linalg):

Digits::30:

read'ls:data}}.mpl':

read 'b:eigen}0.mpl':

#

for i from I to Nmode do

lambda::Eigenval[iJ:

#

a I : : ev alf((K* A * G) /(rho * I ner * l) - q/ (r ho * I ner * l) ) :

a 2 : : ev alf(q/ (r ho * Iner * l) ) :

a 3 : : ev alf(lant b da^2 *A/lner) :

a4 : : ev alf( (K*A * G) / (rho * I ner) ) :

a5 : : ev alf(Young/(r ho * l^2) ) :

a6::evalf(lantbda^2-(lambda*Omega*Jz)/(rho*Iner)-(K*A*G)/(rhoxlner*l)):

#

,.-l-1 .
L. 

- 
L .

Xx}::I:
Xx)p::0:

XxI: --z:

XxIp::I:
Xy}::0:

Xy}p::0:

XyI::0:

XyIp::0:

Yx}::0:

Yx}p::0:

YxI::0:

YxIp::0:

Yy}::I:
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Yy}p::0:

YyI::z:

YyIp::I:

#

for nfrom 0 to N-2 do

x[n+2J::(a2*n*(n+ I)*x[n+ IJ-a3*x[nJ+a4*(n+ I)*y[n+ Il/(aI*(n+ I)*(n+2)):

y [n+ 2 J : 
: (a6 *y 

[nJ -a4 * (n+ I ) *x [n+ I J ) /@5 x (n+ I ) * (n+ 2) ) :

XX: : genmatrix ( [x [n+ 2 J J, [x [ 0 J,x I I J,y [ 0J,y [ ] J | :

YY : : genmøtrix( [y [n+ 2 J J, [x [0 J,x I I J,y [0 J,y [ ] J J ) :

Xx} : :Xx} + XXI I, I J 
* z^(n+ 2) :

Xx)p : --Xx1p + dÌff(Xx p, I J 
* zn (n + 2 ), z) :

Xx I : :Xx I + XX[ I, 2] *z^(n+ 2) :

Xx I p : :Xx I p + diff(Xx p, 2J * z^ (n+ 2), z) :

Xy 0 : :Xy} + XX I I, 3 J 
* z^(n+ 2) :

Xy 0p : - Xy 0p + diff(XX fl , 3 J 
* z^ (n + 2), z) :

Xy I : :Xy I + XX[ I, 4] *z^(n+ 2) :

Xy I p : :Xy I p + diff(Xx [ ], 4 1 
* z^ (n+ 2), 2) :

Yx} : :Yx} + YY I l, I J 
* z^(n+ 2) :

Yx)p : :Yx1p+ diff(YYfl , I J 
*z^(n+ 2), z) :

Yx I : :Yx I + YY I I, 2J *z^(n+ 2) :

Yx I p : :Yx I p + diff(TY[ ], 2 J 
* z^ (n+ 2), z) :

Yy} : :Yy} + YY[ I, 3J * z^(n+ 2) :

Yy)p : :Yy 0p + diff(YY fl , 3 I * z^(n+ 2), z) :

Yy I : :Yy I + YY[ I, 4J * z^(n+ 2) :

Yy Ip: :Yy Ip+ diff(YYfl ,4J *z^(n+ 2) ,z) :

od:

#

Xy I I : :subs(z: 1.0, Xy I) :

XxI I : :subs(z: I. 0, Xx I) :

#
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Wu [iJ : :Xx I -Xy I *Xx I I/þ I I :

Wpsi[iJ: --YxI-YyI *XxI I/þI I :

søve Wu,Wpsi,' ov2 5 I 5 0 0.m' :

#fortran(llluJilename: wu m l.for') :

#for tr an (LVp si Ji lenam e : wp s i 1m I .for' ) :
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Program: avectO0.mpl

with(linalg):

Digits::30:

read 'b:data}}.mpl':

read 'b: eigen}0.mpl':

#

for i from I to Nmode do

I am b da : -- E i g e nv a I I i J :

Í
a I : : evalf( (K*A * G) / (r ho x Iner * l) -q/ (rho * Iner * l) ) :

a 2 : : ev alf(q/ (r ho * Iner * I) ) :

a 3 : : ev alf(lamb da^ 2 * A/Iner) :

a4 : : ev alf( (K* A * G) / (r ho * I ner) ) :

a5 : : evalf(Young/ (r ho * l^ 2) ) :

a6::evalf(lambda^2-(lambdø*Ontega*Jz)/(rho*Iner)-(K*A*G)/(rho*Iner*l)):

a7 : : ev alf(2 * q/(rho * I ner * l) ) :

K 2 : : evalf(q/ (K* A * G) ) :

it
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YxIp::0:

Yy}::I:

Yy0p::0:

YyI::z:

YyIp::I:

#.

for nfi'om 0 to N-2 do

x [n+ 2 J : 
: - ((a2 *n* (n+ I ) + a7 * (n+ I ) ) xx [n+ I J + a 3 *x 

[nJ -a4 * (n+ I ) *y [n+ I | /
(øI*(n+ l)*(n+2)):

y [n+ 2 J : 
: - (a6*y [nJ + a4 * (n+ I ) *x [n+ I J ) /@5 * (n+ I ) * (n+ 2) ) :

XX : : genmatrix( [x [n+ 2 J J, [x [0J,x I I J,y [0 ],y I I ] J ) :

YY : : genmatrix( [y [n+ 2 J J, [x [ 0 J,x I I J,y [ 0 J,y [ ] J J ) :

Xx} : :Xx} + XX I I, I J 
* z^(n+ 2) :

Xx7p : :Xx\p+ diff(Xx[ ], I J 
*z^(n+ 2), z) :

Xx I : --Xx I + XX I l, 2 J 
* z^(n+ 2) :

Xx I p : :Xx lp + diff(Xx ft , 2 J 
* z^(n+ 2), z) :

xy} : :xy} + xx[ I, 3J * z^(n+ 2) :

Xy 0p : --Xy 0p + diff(Xx [ ], 3 I x z^ (n+ 2), z) :

Xy I : --Xy I +XX[ I, 4] * z^(n+ 2) :

Xy I p : :Xy I p + diff(Xx [ 1, 4 ] * z^ (n+ 2), z) :

Yx} : :Yx} +YY [ 1, I J 
* z^(n+ 2) :

Yx1p : :Yx1p+ diff(YY[ ], I J 
* z^(n+ 2), z) :

Yx I : :Yx I +YY I I, 2 ] x z^(n+ 2) :

Yx I p : :Yx I p + diff(TY fl , 2 I * z^ (n+ 2), z) :

Yy} : :Yy} +YY I I, 3 ] *z^(n+ 2) :

Yy)p : :Yy 0p + diff(Y [ ], 3 I * z^ (n+ 2), z) :

Yy I : :Yy I + YY I I, 4J *z^(n+ 2) :

Yy I p : :Yy lp + difflY I I, 4J * z^(n+ 2), z) :

od:

tr
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Xx I I : -- sub s (z: I, Xx I ) :

XyI I::subs(z:I,XyI):

#

't|/us 
[iJ : --Xx I -Xx I I /þ I I *Xy I :

'Ørpsis [iJ : :Yx I -Xx I I /þ I I *Yy I :

#

od:

sove llus, Wpsi s,' av2 5 I 5 0 0. m' :

#fortran(Wus,'wus nt I. mpl') :

#fortran(Wpsis,'wpsis m l.mpl') :
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Program: forceOO.mpl

read 'data}0.mpl':

reød 'ov25I500.m':

read 'av25I500.nt':

read 'eigen}0.mpl':

read 'uin}0.mpl':

read 'intcon}0.nt':

o0::diff(u},2):

u::0.0:

for i front I to Nmode do

print(' q: 0o/o, Nmode :', i) :

C C J i J : 
: ev alf(int (Lïru s [i J, z : 0.. l, continu ous) ) ;

CUJ|J::Cu[iJ;

CoJiJ::Co[iJ;

D u Ji J : 
: ev a lf(int (exp and(lVu s [i J 

* u 0), z : 0. . I, c ont i nu ou s) ) ;

D o Ji J : -- ev alf(i nt (exp and (Llrp s i s fi J 
* o 0 ), z : 0. . I, c ont i nu ou s) ) ;

olam::Eigenval[iJ:

ølam::Eigenval[iJ:

Ms::evalf((olant+alam)*(A/Iner*CuJil+CoJiJ)-Omega*Jz/(rho*Iner)*CoJiJ);

q0 : : evalf((alqm *A/Iner * Du JiJ + @lam-Onte ga*Jz/(rho * Iner) ) * D o Jil Mt) ;

q[iJ:--q0*exp(olam*T*I)-sw*CCJiJ/þe*I-olam)/(rho*Iner)/AIs*(exp(-be*T) \

-exp(olam*T*I));

U : : U+ expøndftTu [iJ *qfi] ),
od:

sqve CC,Cu _,Co _,DLt _,Do _, U,'u}}temp.m' :

Ur::evalc(Re(U)):

Ui::evalc(Im(U)):

save Ur,Ui,'uu00t.m':


